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Grundling conquers Europe 

 

 Abie Grundling from Pretoria returned home after winning the second JSKA Europe Championships 

hosted in Glasgow last week. It had been a long and hard journey for Abie starting his career in the fighting arts 

with Koos Burger sensei as a young boy. Injuries hampered his progression but hard committed training earned 

him an invitation to the above mentioned championships. Abie adapted his training program with focus on 

projection and cardio training more than sixty days before travelling the Europe.  

 He completed his preparation in Guildford, UK before travelling to Scotland with the UK team. The 

days before the championships were spent training in the JSKA Masters Training Camp to gain valuable 

knowledge from the high graded leadership of JSKA. 

 Abie’s division was early on the day of the event and included participants from across Europe 

including the former JSKA Europe Champion Lars Degner from Germany. The preliminary rounds offered little 

opposition and afforded Abie time to adapt to the weather conditions and competition surface. Abie was soon 

waiting to be called for the final of the Europe Senior Male division. 

 It had been an intense clash between two experienced fighters from different continents. Abie gained 

the first point with an expected reverse punch and was awarded Wazari (half point). No effective clash followed 

for some time until Abie attacked with an extremely well timed foot-sweep. A perfectly executed strike to the 

back of the German’s head landed even before he touched the floor. Hans Muller sensei awarded an undisputed 

full Ippon and the Europe Crown to a South African. 

 Well done Abie! Your example and achievement certainly motivated the young generation. The Karate 

Academy ventures into new avenues with KarateFit offered at selected schools. Focus will be on Cardio fitness 

for adult students. The December holidays not too far could serve as the motivating factor for the fairer gender. 

 The Academy gained much knowledge and experience from Europe regarding the Bully-problem that 

had become a huge problem in Europe. A project called Beat-the-Bully will be offered to our youngsters in the 

capital. It is unfortunate that such need had arisen in our schools but the restoration of self-confidence could 

attribute to conquer this damaging sickness. 

 The last semester will include a huge team competing in the 20th JSKA Development Championships 

hosted in North West Province. Namibia promised an experienced team which includes a number of champions 

from the 2014 JSKA World Champs hosted Italy last. 

 


